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The President’s Forum Michael Epstein

“Twas the night before 
Christmas and all through 
the Bus, not a creature was 
stirring, not even ‘ole Gus!” 
I hope you all enjoyed your 
holidays whether it be Christ-
mas, Kwanzaa, Hanukkah or 
whatever you celebrate and 
welcome 2017 from everyone 
here at the Vintage Volkswa-
gen Club of America.

2016 was a pretty darn good 
year for us here. We managed to get the club back on its 
feet and moving in the right direction and we took it where 
no club has ever gone before, whoops, I just went too far! 
Really, we’re at a place we’ve never been before and we’ve 
received tons of positive comments, keep them coming and 
thank you. Just like a recording artist who depend on their 
fans for record sales, we rely on you, the membership to 
help us with our direction with your comments and mem-
bership. If it weren’t for you, there would be no club, it’s 
that simple, so even though I love hearing from you, please 
don’t stop, and thanking us for getting the club back on 
schedule etc., don’t sell yourselves short, you stuck with us 
and kept your chins up and helped us make the decision to 
make it happen again and we did it because of you!

This month I hope you’ll enjoy the lineup of fine material 
we have for you to look at and digest. We have part two of 
Travels With Rico and my story of the Kubel Korps Re-
union as well. You’ll also notice a new back page advertiser. 
JBugs will be on the back cover for the next 5 issues after 
this and hopefully more if we can show them it’s worth it. 
More 10 Questions and another installment from Fishhead 
Louie, it should be very good. 

If you have some time, send me a photo of the cool VW 
item you got for the holidays with you in the picture, high 
res. (300 dpi) and I’ll run it, also send me picture of the 
cool VW schemed holiday cards for a story down the road, 
but please do it soon, once again, high resolution photos in 
color please, must be accompanied by your name and phone 
number or e-mail, thank you. 

Our Facebook page just reached 27,000 members, con-
gratulations and especially to Mike Klem, do you know 
how absolutely boring it is sometimes going through over 
100 requests to be members of the Facebook page each and 
every day is? It’s very tedious and time consuming and 
Mike should get a special shout out for doing this thankless 

job. But….thanks to Mike, it helps keep the riffraff off the 
page by a huge amount, what a difference it made since he 
took over, thanks Mike!

With the new year, I also want to thank all of the staff, 
Kimberly van Mourik who does the newsletter who with-
out, I would fold the club because you wouldn’t get a news-
letter without her, Jim Howland who is doing a great job 
helping me take care of all the new and renewing members 
and keeping track of them and he’s the one who sends you 
the password each month so you can see the newsletter 
online, and of course, our long time member and Historian, 
Heinz Schnieder who is a library of Volkswagen informa-
tion on two legs, an amazing and wonderful man and I’m 
proud to call him my friend, we actually met once has to 
over 25 years ago at Solvang I think it was, he may cor-
rect me and tell me it was Kelley Park. Thank you all very 
much!!! Once again, thank you to YOU!!! Please support 
your locals chapters and clubs and please, please, please, 
support our advertisers!!!

Anyway, until next time, Auf Wiedersehen! n
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The new car for the people, the new Strength through Joy 
Wagen was finally shown to the world press. To all the 

people of Germany, this would be their new transport. To 
help promote the new Volkswagen, a huge press campaign 
was planned and put into play. Colorful brochures were 
printed up. A 32 page booklet, which included the applica-
tion form to sign up for the famous stamp savers program 
was distributed. A set of full color posters depicting all 
aspects of the new KdF Wagen were printed.

Don’t forget to notify the press.
For how else would the masses find out about the new 
Volkswagen. A premium press kit was done up first class.
Inside the press kit was a 35 page booklet touting the 
progress and skill that was put into the design of the new 
Volkswagen.

This past year, while attending an all VW toy auction in 
eastern Pennsylvania, I was fortunate to get my hands on 
the 35 page booklet while having lunch with my friend Bill 
Dierickx of Wolfsburg Warehouse in Seattle, Washington.
Bill, and his buddy Pete Clark, had flown in from the west 

coast just for the auction. Luckily for me Bill had hap-
pened to bring the booklet along. So it was at lunch that I 
was first introduced to this interesting piece of Volkswa-
gen history.

Not able to read the German text, I asked permission to 
use the restaurant’s photo copier. Once home, I promptly 
sent the text off to another friend, Roland Metz, for his 
fine translation skills. Since the text is somewhat long, 
this will be the first in a series of installments on the press 
booklet. I hope you will enjoy reading it as much as I have. 
But keep in mind that all of this was written over 50 years 
ago and the world was a much different place. The Volk-
swagen was just in its infancy.

My warmest thanks, of course, goes out to Bill Dierickx 
for his unselfish loan of the booklet and to Roland Metz 
for his superb translation skills. These are two of the many 
good guys in the vintage VW hobby today. To make the 
articles more interesting, I will include some photos of the 
sales brochure that was included with the 1939 press kit.
The 1939 Press Kit translates as follows.

The 1939 KDF Press Kit
By Terry Shuler
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Page 1
Conversations about the KdF-Wa-
gen and the Volkswagen factory. 
To request further copies at no 
charge from: Volkswagenwerk, 
GMBH Berlin- Grunewald, Tau-
bertstrasse 4.

Page 2
Why does the Volkswagen...? an 
answer to a thousand questions.

What does an automobile maga-
zine editor do during the winter 
months? Well, in the past years 
he would hold a slide presentation 
about motor sports, to a full house 
and applause. Not only that, it was 
fun and there was no income yet it 
was still nice! This year I held pre-
sentations about the Volkswagen, 
more exactly about the Volkswagen 
and its affect on the future devel-
opment in the German automotive 
industry. And all attended, those 
from the DAF (German Labor 
Front) and from the KdF (Strength 
through Joy), also here, fully 
packed halls, an interested public, 
those motorized and those who will 
be motorized. The presentations 
brought applause and also brought
something in: namely some realiza-
tions which I thought were very 
necessary!

“Why does the Volkswagen have a 
rear engine?”
As one of the thousand questions 
which is asked every evening and 
which my assistant asked on our 
first outing into the hills. The good 
man had prepared my slides and 
was very eager to hear what I had 
to say. The story with the rear 
engine I explained to him. “OK” he 
continued, “why is the Volkswagen 
built so rounded, called stream-
lined, I think” - and this went on: 
“why, why, why?”

There is a long straightaway ahead 
of us: I accelerate and purr along 
at 100 km/h (62 mph). “Alright” - I start - “the matter of 

streamlining is simple. Hold your hand out the window, 
please! - which he does. “What did you notice now?” I 

By Terry Shuler
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asked him. “It’s cold outside” says 
Kader, my assistant. “And other-
wise you didn’t notice anything?” I 
continue. He shakes his head. “So” 
I say - “then please grab my brief-
case from in back. The big new 
brochures of the Volkswagen are in 
it. Got it? Good...

Page 3
Now take one of these brochures 
and hold it out the window, verti-
cally to our driving direction, and 
what do you now notice?” The 
strong wind force at this speed had 
knocked his arm back and instead 
of an answer he just said “Damn!” 
and pulled his arm back in. “What 
did you now notice” I ask again. 
“Quite a wind out there!” he deter-
mines and then asks what this all 
has to do with the Volkswagen. So 
I have to explain further.

“Listen now, my friend, you are a 
cyclist. Imagine your boss is send-
ing you to customers and you’re on 
your bike, here on the straightaway, 
and you have a strong head wind, 
so what do you do? “Easy” he says, 
“I pull my head down and pedal 
harder!” I breathe a sigh of relief. 
“Hold it - why do you pull your 
head down?” “Well, he beams, as 
if a light went on in his head, “that 
should be clear: if I sit upright on 
the seat, the wind resistance is 
much higher and I can hardly make 
progress, if at all. Recently I was at 
the bike races and those guys lie flat 
with their noses to the handlebar 
and take off!” So, now he has got 
it with streamlining after we chew 
over a few more examples. Stream-
lining means saving energy, reduc-
ing resistance and thereby saving 
fuel. My companion nods satisfac-
torily and thinks that the story of 
streamlining is the simplest thing in 
the world and why this wasn’t done 
earlier!

So it continues, “why, why, why?” You always notice how 
much interest there is for the Volkswagen. Because so 

much is new on it, because so much was achieved on it 
which people who have driven bigger and more expensive 
cars have missed in the past. And then the question arises 
so often: “How can they do that for 1000 Marks?” Well, I 
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also asked myself that yet there are 
many answers for it. Why, then? 
Because it was attained to bring ev-
erything to the simplest and clearest 
denominator, because for the first 
time production which will produce 
hundreds of thousands, even mil-
lions in one factory.

I am speaking of economical driv-
ing. That is easily understood, 
as everybody can tell you a tale. 
Everybody wants to drive eco-
nomically, even those for whom 
the Volkswagen’s engine power is 
insufficient. 

Page 4
What can await those: I’m talking 
about the influences of the Volkswa-
gen on the rest of production, reports 
of the “Quick Program” and the 
resulting model clearing, which will 
bring us faster, more powerful and 
more economical automobiles, and 
slowly one realizes that the Volk-
swagen is not a competitor, but a 
pioneer for the entire auto industry!

A dealer asks: “What’s going to 
become of us, when the Volkswa-
gen arrives?” I ask in return: “How 
many vehicles did you sell last 
year?” - he answers “Sell? I could 
have sold 400 but only received 
250!” “Good” - I respond - “when 
the material waste which has re-
sulted from the diversity of vehicle 
types and thereby required tooling 
is done away with, and this will 
now come, then you will receive 
not 250 but many more to sell!” 
“Yes, and what’ll happen to us?” 
asks the repair shop person.
I answer: “When you don’t have to 
stock and maintain parts for five 
types of current or long discontin-
ued vehicle lines, but rather once 
you have switched your inventory 
over for two or maybe three mod-
els, then it’ll be easier on you, you free up capital which 
can be invested in new machines and tools, you’ll improve 
your workshop and allow a higher level of service!”

“Yes” says an old timer who’s been around since 1900 - 
“now I also want to tell you something. I am now driving 
almost 40 years, and that which this young man is explain-
ing this evening is so clear, so enlightening and convincing 
that you’d want to be young again to experience all this.
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Did we have to toil and work hard 
until we were so far along. Now 
the Fuehrer comes and presents the 
German folk with a car and helps 
all who are involved with it. As I 
said, I’d like to experience that - 
and I’ll keep saying this, why didn’t 
this happen already much sooner? 
Because we didn’t have a Fuehrer. 
Yes, boys, you have got it made!”

The presentation is over. Here and 
there are further discussions. A t the 
next table is my assistant, encircled 
by members of the press. “Why 
does the Volkswagen have this 
aerodynamic shape?” I hear some-
body ask. My assistant responds: 
“What, you don’t know that? Have 
you ever been to a bicycle race? 
- Well, then, so now it’s clear..!” 
Bravo, Kader, it’s all so simple. n

Shuler’s comments: Well I hope you 
have enjoyed this first installment. Notice how they were concerned about streamlining over 50 years 
ago - it’s hard to believe. And notice how they had to give the credit to Hitler. No mention yet of the  
designer Prof. Porsche. Stay tuned for the next installment of the newly found. 1939 press kit booklet. 

Vintage Munk’s
Taking the bugs

out of your Beetle
since 1969
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Letters

Thank you Heinz!

Mr. Heinz Schneider:
I started my association with VVWCA when I became 
aware of Jim Siegfried and I first subscribed to the 
FRONTDRIVER newsletter in 1976. I am a 72 year old 
senior who has been associated with VWs since 1957; 
and have owned a variety of VWs over the years and still 
own a ‘67 Beetle and a ‘98 VW New Beetle. Over the past 
several months I have been re-reading and organizing my 
VintageVoice magazines (probably re-reading for the last 
time) and just wanted to send you a “Thank You” note for 
your contribution of “The Historian’s Corner” during the 
past 20 years. (Re-reading the magazines on-line is also 
fun to do).

Like much of the work done by the club volunteers over 
the past 40 years of the VintageVoice magazine, it is easy 
to read and just anticipate and welcome the next issue; and 
never acknowledge the untiring efforts of all volunteers 
that continually contribute to the club’s success. “Thank 
you” to all of the volunteer staff.

I personally want to thank you for your knowledge, 
research and working experiences with VWs that you have 
shared with us over the past 20 years.Your vast collection 
of VW related publications and your book reviews are 
superb, as are the formats of your articles and your written 
skills. Your intimate knowledge of the people in the 
Volkswagen and Porsche organizations is truly invaluable 
in relating the history of Volkswagen and Porsche!

I have one question, have you accumulated your many 
articles into a book(s) or a publication of a research 
type of document(s) that would preserve the history of 
Volkswagen and Porsche in one place? I am not aware that 
you have done this. This would present your lifetime of 
VW experiences with Volkswagen to all of the vast VW 
community of interested VW owners and collectors like 
us to the 70 plus years of VW history.  If you haven’t, I’d 
encourage you to think about doing this even though it 
would take a lot of effort.

Again I wish to thank you, and wish you continued good 
health and success.

Doug Koutek
146 Philip Lane
Valparaiso, IN.  46383
Member No. 3505
9/26/2016

Dear Mister Doug Koutek.

Thank you very much for your very complimentary 
comments. It has been long time since a VVWCA member 
has commented on my writings. Sometimes I wonder 
whether anybody pays any attention to them and reads 
them. Your comments are encouraging me to continue. 
 
Regarding book reviews. Unfortunately after reviewing 
51 books I am out of books dealing with air cooled VWs 
and the VW history, which I consider worthwhile to 
review.  Now I am in the process of going over some of them 
again, the ones which I consider especially interesting and 
perhaps worth reviewing again. I am also in the process of 
updating my series “Volkswagen by the Years”, which was 
published many years ago. In the meantime, in my many 
years of continuous research of the Volkswagen history, I 
have found more interesting details which intend to include. 
I have been also  encouraged to do so by our present 
president, Mike. Besides there are certainly many new 
members who have not seen the original series.
 
Your comments about all the work that our VVWCA 
volunteers have put in to keep the club going is also very 
much appreciated and encouraging. Especially all the effort 
that Mike has put in after Howard’s passing. I did not think 
the club was going to survive. But it seems to be better now 
than ever.
 
Howard, our late president, had suggested many years ago, 
just as you do now , that  I should maybe publish what I 
have written in book form but I do not think this is going 
to happen. I have printed out everything I have written 
and have a lot of folders full of them. Today however I put 
everything on discs or on memory sticks. All of  these would 
have to be rechecked and my sources of information my 
articles were based on would have to be included. I am 
afraid, being 83 years old, I won’t have enough time to do 
all of that and besides my brain is not what it used to be, 
according to some of my friends it never worked too well to 
begin with.
 
For a few years Howard used to put up my writings on the 
VVWCA website but eventually gave up  the project.
 
So I will keep on writing as long as I can if I find interesting 
material, and perhaps also in the future will have some 
comments about the present dilemma Volkswagen finds 
itself in. I am sure I will have a lot to say about that.
 
Thanks again for your support. Heinz n
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The Historian’s Corner Heinz Schneider

Life as a VW Historian
What is a historian anyway and how come I am 
one? Does one have to study for it? As it turned out, 
somehow I just transformed into one it seems, at 
least in the eyes of some. Well, I gave it a try and I 
am giving it a try and I am continuing to be one. All 
my productive life I have been around Volkswagen, 
on the wholesale level, manufacturing level, retail 
level and independently as they say in Volkswagen 
speak. But I never paid much attention in my 
younger years to the historical part. I do remember 
that over the years there were sometimes rumors 
about Beetle replacements, which got me interested 
to some extent. Later this subject has interested me 
a lot and I just recently I finished a series of articles 
about cars Volkswagen had considered to replace 
the Beetle, which I titled “The Struggle to Replace 
the Beetle”. 

What finally inspired me to look more into the 
Volkswagen history was when I found a copy of a 
newsletter of the VVWCA in an old Beetle we were 
working on many years ago. I think Terry Shuler was still 
the president at the time. That was when I realized there 
are a lot of people out there interested in their vintage 
cars and in its history and into the experiences different 
individual had with their cars. It got me interested and I 
immediately joined the club. Realizing the need existed 
for more stories for the newsletter I did send in a couple 
articles dealing with my experiences driving a Beetle 
in the extreme cold of Canada. Bob Cropsey was the 
historian of the VVWCA at that time. Later, after writing 
to him about a story he wrote, he suggested that I should 
become the historian for the club, especially since he was 
getting busy anyway writing a book about Volkswagen. 
(Published a short time later. “History to Hobby” ISBN 0 
97626-0 which I reviewed for the VVWCA and considered 
to be one of the better ones dealing with the VW subject.) 

As I was in the process of retiring and having a little 
more time and now having agreed to take on the VW 
history for the VVWCA I tried to catch up with the 
Volkswagen’s history. I bought over a hundred books 
dealing with VW, sometimes not realizing they were 
the same ones I had bought years ago. I did subscribe 
to a number of magazines and questioned many of my 
friends and ex co-workers with similar experiences and 
others, I started to get a pretty good picture of what went 
on. I started recalling certain events and remembering 
important persons, visiting the VW museum and going 

to Willi Lotterman’s Bad Camberg Veteranenen-Treffen. 
Unfortunately requesting information from VW in 
Wolfsburg did not help me much. But I was able to write 
hundreds of articles and reviewed 52 books for the Voice. 
I have to thank the people who run the club and also 
the readers for their patience having put up with me and 
my somewhat fractured English, since it is not my first 
language. 

I have not had many responses to what I have written over 
the years, neither negative nor positive ones. But here are 
some unusual questions I have been asked. For instance, 
on a Sunday morning getting ready to sit down to have 
breakfast with my wife, the phone rings, a man from 
Florida calls and asks me about how much his 1947 deluxe 
Beetle is worth. It always takes me a while to shift gears, 
I am kind of slow and it takes me a while to shift my brain 
into a historian’s frame of mind. My standard answer to 
questions like this is always: Your car is worth as much 
as someone is willing to pay for. Not many are amused by 
my answer but what else can I say? Back to the question 
he asked and my answer “there may be only one or two 
Beetles built in ‘47 that may have changed hands over the 
last few years, they are a kind of rare, and I have no idea 
for how much they may have been sold for. By the way, 
there were no deluxe Beetles in 1947. Only after I told him 
that, I recalled there actually was sort of a deluxe Beetle 
built in 1947, no one knows what happened to it. Ivan Hirst 
had chrome bumpers and chrome hubcaps put on one to 
be taken to the 1947 Hannover trade show to encourage 
export business. 
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Another recommendation I sometimes give to people 
who ask me about the values of their car is to look in 
Hemmings Motor News, which always used to have a 
good number of cars listed and was a great source for 
getting ideas about prices except, one has to take into 
account, here again that it lists prices asked for not for 
what the cars actually sell for e-Bay and TheSamba.
com are also good sources to buy or sell a car. Nowadays 
there are a lot of sources on the internet to find prices for 
anything. 

Another VW enthusiast asked me about info on a 1946 
Beetle he had just acquired. He gave me the chassis 
number as 1-053 572 and the model as being a 113. The 
model number is obviously incorrect. Model numbers for 
the Beetle in those years were designated by the British 
as a Type 11. The chassis number given by the caller 
however is most intriguing and would indicate that it 
was a 1945 and one of the first 55, post-war Volkswagen 
Beetles officially built in December of that year. Whether 
that is so, I asked in my e-mail answer and please let 
me know because a 1945 would be a rare Beetle indeed. 
It would be worth looking into its history and writing 
a story about it. I never got a response, even though I 
followed up my question twice.

Indeed, it has often been very disappointing. Over the 
years I have answered many questions by phone or by 
email but not many have taken the time to respond to 
confirm or disagree with my answers. It would be helpful 
to me to know whether the info I gave was correct, I do 
not mind being corrected. Anyway, for those who are 
contemplating asking questions I always recommend 
putting the question in form of a letter to the editor of the 
VintageVoice. This way other VVWCA members could 
benefit by the exchange of information. 

Not many questioners may realize how much time I 
sometimes spent researching information requests about 
the VW history, more specifically about the Beetles. 
Maybe not many aficionados know there are many gaps 
in our knowledge about the VW history and there is much 
misinformation. 

Sometimes I do have success in filling in small parts of 
the history. I was always wondering at what date Ivan 
Hirst arrived at Wolfsburg to take charge of Volkswagen 
operations. Everybody, including Hirst himself said that it 
was late on a Sunday in late August 1945. No specific date 
given. I wanted to know the exact date. Nobody had an 
answer not even Ivan Hirst, but I think I did finally figure 

it out or at least I narrowed it down. The clue was that he 
mentioned the fact that he celebrated VJ Day at his home 
in England before he went to Wolfsburg. VJ day was the 
day the Japanese surrendered and with that ended WW2. 
The official VJ day is August 15th in 1945. The 15th of 
August fell on a Wednesday, therefore he most probably 
arrived Sunday the 19th of August or on the 26th at the 
latest. 

Here are some other unanswered questions I have 
regarding VW’s history. What month was the first post 
war Beetle built and how many Beetles were built in 
1945? Some claim there was one build in August and one 
in November and 55 more in December for a total of 57, 
right? But how come another claim by VW is that the first 
post war Beetle was built December 27th 1945 and 54 
more by the end of that year. This would have been quite 
a feat in those days to build that many cars in just two and 
a half days, because the 27 was a Thursday and the year 
was over by Monday. 

Other questions I have: Did Porsche actually meet 
Nordhoff during his last visit to the VW factory in 1949 
and told Nordhoff, this according to Ferdinand Porsche’s 
son Ferry, after seeing the Beetle being successfully 
produced in large numbers and sold “Since you have 
proved it, I am now sure I was right.” Giving Nordhoff 
credit for getting Volkswagen production going. If 
so, how come no pictures were taken at that historical 
meeting between these two men? I would also like to 
know whether Reimspiess or an Englishman named 
William Moore, designed the VW engine? When did 
Volkswagen start counting the total of 21,529,464 Beetles 
claimed to have been built. Does that number include 
the 630 pre-1945 cars? How come I cannot get the serial 
number, either from Germany or Mexico, of the last 
Beetle ever built? Even after frequent requests for that 
information to both VW organizations. 

PS. I just received a new German book published in 
2013 giving the chassis number of the last Beetle built in 
Mexico on July 30th 2003, as 3VWS1A1B84M905162 and 
the engine # as ACD467.099. This same author claims 
this very last Beetle built was the 21,529,490th Beetle 
built since 1945 including all the Beetle convertibles. 
How about the official VW claim of a total of 21,529,464 
Beetles built. How come the discrepancy?

I said it sometimes is confusing. n
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Formula Vee To Polo R WRC
Volkswagen Motorsport’s 50th Anniversary 
September 7, 2017 

Posted by Collector’sCarWorld
http://collectorscarworld.com/news/formula-vee-to-polo-r-wrc/ 

It all began with the Beetle and the “wildest racing 
series of all time”, the Formula Vee. In the early sixties, 
resourceful designers in the US started to built small 
and individual Formula racing cars with parts from the 
Beetle. The junior racing series “Formula Vee” came to 
Germany in 1965 and became equally successful as in the 
USA. It became the talent pool of large motorsports. In 
1966, the “Association Formula V Europe” was founded 
– the beginning of Volkswagen Motorsport. This year, 
Volkswagen Motorsport is celebrating its 50th anniversary.

50 years Volkswagen 
Motorsport, that 
means five decades of 
victories and defeats, 
struggles and goblets, 
cheers and tears, 
great names and unforgettable successes. The DRIVE. 
Volkswagen Group Forum in Berlin has dedicated a 
special exhibition to these adventures years – and it can 
be visited from now till October 30th. The exhibition 
features eight dynamically staged exhibits, framed 
by a series of interactive modules that bring show the 
fascination of motorsports using video, audio and image 
installations.

The exhibits include the World Rally Champion Golf II 
GTI group A from 1986, raced successfully in the Dakar 
Rally, and the current World Rally Champion Polo as well 
as the Golf II with two engines, which was launched at the 
legendary Pikes Peak Hill Climb in 1987. In addition to the 
rally legends, also flat track exhibits are on display in the 
DRIVE: a Formula V-seater from 1965 and a current Golf 
GTI TCR from Volkswagens successful customer sport 
program. Happy Birthday, Volkswagen Motorsport!  n

Report by CCW for Volkswagen Classic 
Photo by Rainer Braun, Iconic Architecture
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Vintage Munk’s
Vintage Volkswagen
service & restoration

since 1969

We have been working on Volkswagens in Oakland
County,  Michigan since 1969 and our mission remains
the same. We treat our clients like friends and family. 
We show you what we find, encourage you to get involved,
and work with you ...both quality and budget wise.

We are now the oldest “strictly vintage” shop in Michigan. 
We offer a lifetime workmanship warranty, we are proud
of our commitment to quality, and we are die-hard 
Volkswagen lovers. 

We take the bugs out of your Beetle.

A fter World War II, Europe was left with an 
abundance of scrap airplane aluminum, as well 

as Volkswagen-Beetle-based Kubelwagens that no longer 
served a military purpose. So enterprising car enthusiasts 
did the only logical thing—they made aluminum-bodied 
Kubelwagen hot-rods, of course.

Fast forward to today, and Chris Runge still carries on 
that tradition. He builds his cars in a small Minnesota 
workshop and does almost everything himself, by hand. 
The chassis are hand built, the aluminum body panels are 
manually shaped, and any parts he doesn’t make himself 
are usually Volkswagen or Porsche-sourced.

And as Jalopnik’s Jason Torchinsky found out, Runge’s car 
is actually well-built. No, it’s not particularly luxurious, 
but it’s thoughtfully designed and well laid out, an 
aluminum expression of Runge’s personality.

Oh, and it looks outstanding. n

http://collectorscarworld.com/news/handbuilt-and-gorgeous/

P.S. Check this out!

Handbuilt and Gorgeous
Runge’s WWII-Style Roadsters

Sept 13, 2016, posted by Collector’s Car World, http://collectorscarworld.com
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Ten Questions
Here’s a little something we did years ago, I’ll admit, 
part of this is for some filler in the VintageVoice, and the 
other is purely interest in how other people feel about 
their Volkswagens and the hobby, it’s always fun reading 
the answers and seeing how other embrace their love for 
their Volkswagens. So, if you have a moment, make a 
copy of this, fill it out and mail it or scan and e-mail it to: 
president@vvwca.com. 

  1.  What got you started in the vw hobby?

  2.  What was your first vw?

  3.  What vw(s) do you currently own?

  4.  What are your favorite vw years/models?

  5.    What vw would you like to own if you could 
have any vw ever built?

  6.   What other hobbies do you enjoy besides vws?

  7.  What would be your best vw day ever?

  8.    Do you know or have you ever owned a copy of 
john muir’s idiot book?

  9.    What is your pet peeve that people do to their cars?

  10.    What is the most treasured vw part, book, 
magazine or toy? 

Ten Questions  
    with Tony Madsen
 
fishheadlouie@yahoo.com

1.  It was the only classic car that was affordable 
when I wanted to get my first car around 1997  
(20 years old)

2. 1967 VW Beetle
3.   8/1950 Hoffman, 1952 Hoffman, 1956, 1956, 

1957, 1959, 1964, ‘65, ‘66, ‘67x2 Beetles, ‘73 
Super Bug, ‘74 Westy, ‘71 Ghia Coupe, ‘74 Thing, 
‘58 Kombi, ‘60 Deluxe Micro, ‘60 Double Cab, 
‘61 Single Cab, ‘62 Single Cab...so 20 right now

4. 21/23 Window Bus and Split Pickups
5.  23 Window Deluxe Barndoor red and chestnut 

brown and a WWII Schwimwagen
6.  Thompson submachine guns, other classic cars 

(have a ‘34 Ford), classic ‘50s to ‘80s music, 
jukeboxes, records, antiques, collectibles, pet dog, 
pet pig, family, friends

7. Not breaking down on a long trip!
8.  Yes, several copies-people give ‘em to me since 

they know I like VWs-bought my first in ‘97
9.   When people customize them from stock, but 

anyone has their right to do what they like with 
their car

10.  They are only possessions...anything’s for sale for 
a price

wolfgang international

Make life easy and get this curved antenna along with your 
Safari Windows. This way, you won't be frustrated when you 
can't get your groove on while your safari windows are 
open! We've put just enough of a curve in our new 
antennas to clear your Safari's completely.

 1956-1967 Type 2 Transaxle Stabilizer (Mid Mount). This is a 
bolt on kit that reduces torsional stress felt at the front of the 
nose cone mount and rotational stress on the bell housing 
mounts.Made using ¼” thick steel plate and specially 
injected fail safe rubber mounts. It 
installs in one hour or less. NO 
CUTTING, DRILLING, OR WELDING 
REQUIRED!REQUIRED! And no need to remove 
the transaxle for installation.

These drop spindles are designed 
for late buses (68-79). These spindles 
will effectively lower your bus by 2 
inches.

give us a call to talk about 
custom options! (530) 246-4264

safari windows
Reproduction safari window kits come complete with glass, seals 
& mounting hardware. Also available in polished stainless steel.

FIND US ON THE WEB!
See our online catalog & more 
at www.WolfgangInt.com

From

$54995 
WHITE POWDERCOAT  
WITH SUPER LATCHES

For over 20 years, Wolfgang International 
has been manufacturing quality VW custom 

parts at our 15,000sf  facility in Redding, 
California. Along with producing high quali-
ty parts, we have been offering the best, no 

BS,  technical advice free of charge.
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My love of Volkswagens and German cars in general 
began in September 1971 when I was hired as an 
apprentice technician at the local dealership, Eastland 
Motors, Inc. in Chambersburg, PA. I began by changing 
oil, lubing the front ends, changing tires, and aquiring 
tools. This led to learning to pull engines for clutch 
repairs, crank seals, brake and front end work, and more 
detailed repairs. I spent the next seventeen years being 
sent to various factory training schools at Valley Forge, 
PA, and later Lanham, MD when VWOA moved their 
headquarters from New Jersey to Michigan. 

The first unit repair school I attended was for air cooled 
engines.Then transaxles, electrical, AC, and various others 
over the years. We went from all air cooled to the first 
water cooled in 1974 when Dashers became available. 
1975 brought Rabbits, Siroccos, and then in 1977 the first 
diesels. In 1976 we had our first fuel injected Sirocco, 
while 1977 brought the CIS Rabbit. At the height of 
business in 1973 there were eight full time line technicians 
as well as many part timers. Remember that VW brought 
out the first electronic fuel injection in 1968 with the 
Squarebacks and Fastbacks. 1975 brought the death toll of 
fuel injection to the Beetles which were done here in 1979. 

As we were two hours from  the Westmoreland plant, 
it was great to visit and see VWs built here in PA. I 
remember how we originally installed all accesories 
such as ACs, gas heaters, radios, and all of the other little 
devices that made a VW your personal car. 

A lot of the early training was hands on in the dealership 
watching and helping senior technicians by doing their 
grunt work and learning the shortcuts needed to earn a 
living in a flat rate shop. It got to where you could drop a 
Bug engine in eight minutes, a full tune up with oil change 
and lube including four cylinder compression check in less 
then an hour. I could do a diesel Rabbit head gasket in an 
hour, and Super Beetle front shocks in an hour. The more 
you did the better you got to be. I loved the vehicles and 
the daily interaction with co-workers and customers. 

However when we took on Subaru that was the last straw 
for me. In May of 1988 I bailed for a position with UPS as 
a truck technician. I still did VWs on the side for quite a 
while but eventually even quit those. 

When I left I held Certified Gold VW Technician levels 
in all areas and was rated in the top twenty in the Eastern 
US by VWOA for superior customer satisfaction. I still 
have my little blue booklet that you had stamped when you 
sucessfully finished a genuine VW class at their schools.  

We also are second owners of a 1965 Bug my dealership 
sold new as well as a 2013 Jetta S Wagon. Suprisingly the 
Jetta often gets better milage then the ‘65 Beetle. n

My Love of Volkswagens
By Frank Webster Jr, flw17225@gmail.com
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Fishheadlouie’s Funnies
Once upon a VW in May of 1998, I purchased a 2nd Bug. 
It was a running (& a rusty) orange 1971 Super Beetle for 
a mere $300. I brought my friend Andrew (whom you may 
remember from my first column) so I could follow him 
home on the interstate 80 for safety reasons. Unfortunately, 
and if you’ll excuse the SNL Hans and Frank reference, 
the brakes only worked once you “pumped them up.” I 
figured if I rear-ended someone, it would be better to rear 
end a friend! The engine ran great and had plenty of power, 
though it leaked about a quart of oil every few days (who’s 
been there with a leaky “main” flywheel seal?) I drove 
the car for a little while being careful to not let the oil run 
too low. In July, my longtime pen pal, Fiona was visiting 
from the Netherlands, and helped me replace the rear deck 
lid since the Super Bug had suffered a minor rear ending 
somewhere in its 27 year past.  

The next day, we were cruising and enjoying ourselves 
and suddenly, the clutch disc got so soaked with oil that 
transmission would not stay in gear when I needed power 
for those north Jersey hills! We carefully drove home in first 
gear from across town. I had a spare “good” engine that was 
sold to me for $500 and decided it had to be put in. I should 
have just replaced the main flywheel seal and used the 
original engine, but, and keeping with the German theme, 
Heinz sight is 20/20. When I picked the Bug up with the 
fresh engine, it had very little power, but still would reach 
70 mph (likely running on 3 cylinders). Andrew and I drove 
some stuff down to JMU and to Georgetown, our respective 
colleges and the Bug chugged just fine from NJ to DCl on 
to Harrisonburg, and back to NJ. I drove the car to JMU 
and figured I was going to need another engine. Customers 
always remarked about my Bugs when walking into honest 
Jeff’s antique mall where I worked my senior year. In one 
instance, a guy, call him, “Billy,” offered me a “good” 
engine for $400. I think you know where this is going. 

Along comes Christmas break and another cruise to NJ 
was in order. Well, my Bug barely made it into West 
Virginia when it kept breaking generator belts. You see, 
what was happening was the generator pulley or shaft 
was rotating queerly and wearing down the inside of the 
generator pulley until the play, coupled with friction from 
my highway speed, would break the fan belt. I replaced the 
belt, having a spare, and went to a service station where 
a guy said he knew of a junk Beetle that I could buy a 
pulley off of. I followed him into the rural West Virginia 
to where they were boiling hog body parts in what looked 
like witch’s cauldron. While I waited, a large guy, let’s call 
him, “big Bubba,” leered at me and I thought for a second I 
may be in the sequel to the movie, Deliverance.  I followed 
the pulley man yet again, this time, my coil wire came 
loose and the engine stalled. My only hope drove over the 
hill ahead never to be seen again. I checked the wire, and 

attempted to re-attach it, but having not cut off the engine, I 
inadvertently shorted out the coil. 

A cold December night was upon me. A couple saw my 
broken down Bug and drove me to a McDonald’s where it 
was warm. I waited for hours while my stepdad procured a 
tow bar from my Uncle John and rescued me, towing me all 
the way to NJ. I never drove that Bug again and definitely 
lost money with all those engines. Oh, remember, “Billy?” 
I called him and he said he would not warranty the engine 
even though I had been stranded in West Virginia. I wasn’t 
the only one he cheated over the years, either.  

A decade later his former partner apologized to me for 
the whole thing, informing me that deals like that were 
common place and why he parted company from “Billy.” I 
want to thank my stepdad Marty for selflessly rescuing me 
and my Bug and thank my uncle for lending the tow bar. 
Thanks to the man who tried find a part for me in West VA, 
whoever he was.  Thanks to Anthony Gelato for selling 
me a nice rear deck lid, and thanks to my dad for loaning 
me the Plymouth 4wd Colt Vista to get me back to school 
and letting me borrow his cell phone for the WV trip, 
which allowed me to call Marty for help. Lesson learned: 
don’t buy used engines for good money without a written 
warranty, don’t trouble shoot wires with the ignition on 
or battery connected. Bring a tow bar with you in case of 
trouble so at least anyone with a hitch can tow you home, 
and if you see the generator pulley wobbling, don’t assume 
you’ll just make it home on a five hour trip as you may find 
yourself face to face with “big Bubba.” n

Tony Madsen, fishheadlouie@yahoo.com
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Classifieds
COST: Members receive 2 free classified ads. Limit of two per issue. Non-
members: $10.00. Each ad will appear in two issues of the VintageVoice.

PHOTOGRAPHS: 1 photo per advertisement please. Photos cannot be 
returned, digital preferred.

LIMITATIONS: Ads are published on a space available basis. Copy 
submissions must be typed or legibility hand written. ONLY VW parts, cars, 
toys or literature will be accepted. No cars for sale newer than 1991 can be 
accepted. VVWCA accepts no liability relating to the purchase of an item.

ADVERTISING DEADLINE: All advertisements must be received prior to 
the 15th of the Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sep, Nov for the following newsletter. 
SUBMIT YOUR AD TO: editor@vvwca.com

Wanted
Old Porsche project running or not, rusty or not, title or not and/or parts cars or 
engine: 550, 356 coupe, cab, speedster, or roadster, 911, 912, 914-6: 540-358-
0330

I need to find one 16” Lemmerz wheel date stamped 
2/53.  Yes I know I am dreaming but if you or anyone 
you know has a collection of straight wheels I would 
appreciate any referrals. Thank you dougnaef@aol.com, 
503-522-6233

Cars for sale
1974 Orange Westy with OG clean plaid interior, 90% original paint, runs well! 
All new brakes! No rust, $17,500 in VA, fishheadlouie@yahoo.com, 540-358-
0330.

1959 Volkswagen beetle 
Sunroof Sedan

The bug has been restored to 
showroom condition. Artic Blue 
with a terra cotta interior. I can 
email detailed photos to you 
direct, please feel free to call me. 
Car is located in Illinois. Steve: 
708 772 5404, sbcinc@aol.com. 

 
1972 Super Beetle  
w-flat windshield. 

Very clean stock car, not modified. 
Runs great. Repainted original color. 

Always kept in garage. Asking $5800. 
Please email: paulab53@yahoo.com 

or phone:760-592-9724

Parts, etC. for sale
ID Stamps: 1950 – 1972, Reg. $15.00, Club Members $12.00. Vent Window 
Locks, Stainless Steel top to Bottom, Spring Loaded, Reg. $35.00, Club 
Members $25.00. License Plate Frames, 1950 – 2000 with Bubblehead, Reg. 
most common, $80 - $100.00, Club Members most common $80.00. Glove 
Box Pull, Beer Pull with VW, $75.00, Club Members $50.00. “D” Plate with 
Year of Car, with Bracket, Goes on Right Rear Bumper Bracket, Reg. Price 
$90.00, Club Members $80.00. Beautiful Tool Box Inside Cover Decals, Reg. 
$35.00, Club Members, $25.00. All prices + shipping. Please call to verify. 
Phil Weiner, 9625 SW 15th St., Miami, Florida 33174. Tel. 305-552-0982.  
The Weiner Foundation wishes all a Merry Christmas & A Happy New Year. 
P.S. If it’s not VW, I don’t want to talk about it!
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It was 1969, I was in high school, my second year, and my 
Dad had a friend in the car rental business and believe or 
not, they rented VW Beetles and they had a white 1968 
low mileage Beetle that they would let go and we made a 
deal with him and that’s where and how I got my first VW. 
(Fig. 1)

I loved that car and drove the you know what out of it, 
that’s only part of the story of what that car went through 
over the next 2-3 years, but let’s back up a moment in time 
to my first year in high school and talk about my best 
friend Joe Thoennes or J.T. (Fig. 2).

Joe and I were best friends, we did everything together, I 
taught him how to play bass and he taught me how to work 
on VWs. He started working on them as soon as he could 
drive. Now Joe was mechanically minded, he was making 
radios when he was younger and taking apart appliance, 
you get what I’m talking about, a real brainiac when it 
came to how things worked and it was no different when it 
came to Volkswagens.

Joe started working for a little place in downtown Kansas 
City called Hays Motors as a mechanic, he could take 
apart anything on the VW and put it back together better 
than it was, so he started building his own rail car, one of 
the first we had ever seen in K.C. for sure. He could pull 
an engine in 1 ½ minutes I kid you not! He was also the 
first in Kansas City to get a Notchback while still in high 
school. (Fig. 3)

We had a gang of us guys that were close, I mean 
really close, we did everything together and we all had 
Volkswagens of one style or another. One guy had a Type 
III Fastback, we had a couple of Beetles, a Karmann Ghia, 
one had a bus, you understand, it was a cool club of sorts 
even though there wasn’t clubs back then, guess you could 
say we were the first VW club in Kansas City maybe at 
that time in 1969. Every day after school we were together 
doing something, cruising, hanging out whatever it was, 
we were together.

One of the most stupid things we used to do was to take 
our Beetles through the horse trails just south of the city. 
The pavement ended at the end of the road where our new 
high school was at 107th St. At 119th, there was a place 
where you could rent horses to ride and miles of trails just 

So... 
How did your Volkswagen 
Experience Start, and     
Where are You Now?

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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wide enough 
for a VW to 
get through. 
So, we would 
take out the 
body bolts of 
Mike’s ‘59 
and remove 
the body and 
take Joe’s rail 
and Mike’s 
body-less ‘59 
and my ‘68 
out there and 
run the trails. 
Now we 
didn’t take the 
body off mine so I suffered a broken nose cone one day after bottoming out, but 
that’s something Joe and I fixed in an hour one day, no biggie.

Anyway, the ride in the ‘59 was very interesting. We added seat belts because 
once you remove the body, the steering column has nothing to attach to so it was 
freely moving around, an incredible experience as your being tossed around on 
these trails, it was all you could do to stay in your seat, like I said, idiotic! But 
what a blast!

One day, we really pissed off this farmer because we were doing donuts in his 
wheat field and got chased out of there, what fun we had though. I’ll never forget 
those days.

After that we all mellowed out after high school a little bit and went our separate 
ways but I still drove the Bug everywhere. One day I left work in Lawrence, KS 
at 5 p.m. And drove to Denver to visit a friend, it was snowing so hard I couldn’t 
see a thing but my Bug was the only car still moving on the highway that night 
and I made it no problem. The way back was a little more of a challenge as the 
snow continued and the circlip came off one of my wiper shafts and I had to keep 
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getting out of the car and jerry-rigging it to work to keep 
the snow off the windshield, but once again, the car made 
it as it always did.

Fast forward. I moved to Colorado years later and by then 
I had moved up to a ‘79 Rabbit, A/C, heat, everything. 
Went to Denver to visit friends one day and passing this 
little dealership saw a lot of Beetles sitting on the lot, old 
ones too. There was a red oval window there for sale, but 
being Sunday and having the blue law in effect no one 
was there to talk to. So I called the guy when I got back 
to Aspen and we made a deal. I sold my Rabbit and I flew 
to Denver where the owner of the little dealership picked 
me up and we signed the papers and drove back to Aspen 
in my new 1957 VW Beetle. Restored to a point with new 
paint, it was a beauty, but after climbing the grade to the 
Eisenhower Tunnel at 25 m.p.h. I realized that we needed 
to address the engine situation if I was to have this car as 
my daily driver. (Fig. 4).

Back in Aspen there was a shop in Old Snowmass called 
Midstate Motors run by guys named Bill and Tony and 
they are still there today and I still go by and say hi when 
I’m in the area. Anyway, they built me a 1600 single port 
engine with a 6 volt bus flywheel to give me the power I 
needed for the mountains while they restored the old 36er 
to its original glory. Note: original engine had a 25 hp oil 
cooler and seamed shroud? (Fig.5) 

I drove that car for 4 1/2 years as my daily driver in Aspen, 
Colorado with personal tags on it that said “57 Bug” and 
there are people I’ve met years later that visited Aspen that 
actually remember seeing that car, small world. (Fig. 7 & 9). 

Time finally came to get it restored after I bought my first 
brand new car, an 1985 VW GTi from Glenwood Springs 
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VW, what a big difference. I also 
picked up a running ‘56 from 
Carbondale for $300 that would 
start any day of the year even 
when the other two wouldn’t. 
Ended up towing the ‘56 to 
Phoenix with the ‘57, that was 
a site to see on the highway, so 
that I could trade the ‘56 to Larry 
Dustman at The Trim Shop to 
get a new interior put in the ‘57 
just before sending it out for the 
bodywork. That was quite the 
experience as I just put a new 
carb. on the 1600 before I left 
and just out- side of Flagstaff the 
carb. got clogged with cardboard 
from someone dropping the box in 
shipment and piece of card board 
worked its way into the inlet and 
I hadn’t noticed it until it worked 
itself further into the carb. and 
clogged it. Then a tow truck had 
to come get me and tow me into Flagstaff, so here’s a 
tow truck towing two Ovals attached to each from north 
of the San Francisco Peaks into Flagstaff. A little VW 
shop figured it out quickly and cheaply and I was back 
on the road.

When I got to the Trim Shop, Larry and his wife Michelle 
welcomed me into their home while they took their time 
to put in a new headliner, carpet, door panels and seat 
covers, it was amazing watching someone like Larry doing 
all of this by hand. One really cool thing was that Larry 
hadn’t realized up to that point that the seat covers in the 
front seats had been tacked down along a line where your 
butt sits so he learned something from my old seat covers 
which was incorporated into all his new seat covers from 
that point on, something you won’t see in after market kits 
but only those that are made by hand like Lenny Copp 
and people like that. By the way, if you own a VW Thing, 
Larry’s “Thing Shop” is the only place to get your parts 
from. (Fig. 8). 

It was at this time, 1985 I bought my very first brand new 
car, a 1985 VW GTi, first year of the new style, what a 
blast that was. Here’s a picture of the corral of the ‘56, ‘57 
and the ‘85. (Fig.6). 

Back to Aspen for the body restoration and putting the 
car back together. After the restoration and the car was 
complete, I moved to San Diego and then back to Aspen 
and then to San Francisco which brings me to my show car 
days and lots of trophies, it’s all worth it I tell you. 

This is where I met Jon Peters and Rick Spohn from the 
Vintage Volkswagen Club of America at my first Bug-O-
Rama in the fall of 1988. Soon I was vice-president of the 
Golden Gate Chapter. At the Sears Point Show in 1992 a 
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Japanese business man made me an 
offer I couldn’t refuse and the oval 
was on its way to Japan to live a new 
life, something I regret to this day. One 
of the brightest moments of living in 
the San Francisco area was the people 
I met and the Golden Gate Chapter 
of the VVWCA as well as the Kelley 
Park shows and then Solvang. (Fig. 10 
& 11). 

Talk about being in the right place at 
the right time, when I was at my 3rd 
Bug-O-Rama, I met Henry DeKyper 
I think it was, (Now that I think of it, 
Henry was shooting for VW Trends at 
that time I think), or Steve Satana(?), 
and I’m sorry I can’t remember his last 
name for sure, but he was shooting 
for Hot VWs and was by 
himself and it was a 2 
person show to cover and 
I had everything with me 
and I volunteered to help 
and that’s how I started 
working for Hot VWs for 
the next three years as a 
freelance photographer 
covering the northern 
California events even 
doing some of the smaller 
ones by myself, that was 
one of the biggest thrills 
of my life. I guess I should 
say second biggest thrill as 
my car was also featured 
in Hot VWs, (March 1990), 
during that period as well, 
that was the height of my 
show car days, better than 
any trophy. (Fig. 12).

Fast forward again. I’m 
back in Kansas City and it’s about 1995, ‘96 and the 
VVWCA is having some issues, I think I had worked my 
way up to treasurer by then, I got a call from Matt Joy, our 
book keeper, he says , “we’re broke!” Anyway to make 
a longer story even longer, the next 6 years took me into 
doing the newsletter with the Gang of Three, the Two, then 
Byron Nicodemus, and finally being President for a little 
over a year until someone else was found but always being 
part of the executive committee in some way.

Years go by and Howard Query, who president by this 
time, asked me to be VP about 5 years ago and when he 

passed away last year, I became president once again and 
here we are.

Anyway, I know you didn’t expect to hear my life’s story 
and believe me when I say this is a very condensed version 
but hope you enjoyed some parts of it, a lot of it was 
comical and some if it was pulling my hair out and some 
of it was sad, but it’s an experience I wouldn’t trade for 
anything, I love this hobby and I love the people associated 
with it, everyone should get to experience this hobby like 
this to some extent or another.
 
Thanks for letting bend your ear. Mike. n
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You unlock this door with a key of imagination, be-
yond it is another dimension, a dimension of sound, a 

dimension of sight, a dimension of mind, the smell of Pine, 
your moving into a land of both shadow and substance, 
things and ideas, you’re overcome by the smell of fires, 
your eyes can’t believe what it’s seeing, a BMW R-75 with 
sidecar, a Kettenkrad, a couple of Schwimmwagens and 
Kubelwagens, you hear German being spoken, no, you’re 
not in the Twilight zone, you’re at the 28th Annual Kubel 
Korps Reunion!

So, I called Obercommander Randy Smith to get a story 
for our Vintage Voice and to my surprise what I got was an 
invitation to come to the meet itself. This is by invitation 
only and you have to be a member to invite someone, 
how lucky did I feel, pretty damn lucky I can tell you I 
was higher than a kite after that. With a little scrambling I 
had flight and rental car arrangement into the Detroit area 
booked and ready to go. I only had one day to spend with 
this special group of people and I was going to make the 
best of it. 

I arrived Friday afternoon in Detroit at a reasonable time, 
but after getting my one bag and waiting forever to get 
the rental car, I had but a few hours before dark to drive 
a little closer to the reunion and find a room. Trying to 
make the most of any trip I take and being a history buff, 
I settled on a little town on the outskirts of Toledo called 
Maumee which had a nice little park with some markers 
from a battle from 1794 during the Revolution that was 

Kubel Korps usA  
28th reunion

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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pretty cool and by the time I snapped a bunch of photos it 
was getting dark.

In the morning I got up early enough to make the rest of 
the drive figuring I’d be at the Boy Scout camp outside of 
Pioneer, Ohio by 9 and made it right on time, right after 
breakfast. The Boy Scout camp is right on the Ohio, Michigan 
border with part of the camp being in both states, pretty cool! 
Beautiful camp, rolling hills, huge trees, lakes, everything 
you’d expect from a Boy Scout camp and a great place for 
these vehicles to roam around in for a couple of days. 

As I rolled in I came upon what seemed to be the head 
quarters of the meet, a small house with a Kubelwagen and 
a couple of Schwimmwagens (Fig. 1 & 2) out front and an 
odd 1971 Steyr 4-wheel drive cars that had gotten some kind 
of award for being the vehicle that went to the highest point 
in the world. Anyway, inside I went and met a few of the 
members and sat down and joined the club, got my name plate 
that was waiting for me and got an event t-shirt, lucky they 
one left in my size. I wish I could remember everyone’s name, 
but I’m getting old, but I do know that it was Paula Saft that 
graciously took my cash and made me a member of the group, 
but there was another women there who was especially nice 
and helpful to me all day long as well, thank you whoever you 
were. Randy came in and I met him, trading a t-shirt because 
the one he had one was getting on 3 days old, thank you 
Randy!

I have to say, this is maybe the best VW gathering I have 
ever been to, nothing like it anywhere. It wasn’t just a bunch 
a guys and their wives and kids, and the kids loved the old 
cars and driving in them, I’ve never been a part of something 
like this. I was thankful the insects weren’t in season, because 
with all the driving we did that day with me riding shotgun in 
Randy’s Schwimmer, windscreen folded forward of course, I 
had a smile a mile wide all day long!

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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Photography Chantal AndersonWell, once everyone got registered and all we took our 
first of a couple of rides on the country roads outside the 
park, talk about a blast, you cannot imagine what it’s like 
to be in a line of anywhere of up to 8 Kubelwagens, 8 
Schwimmwagens, and a couple of maybe 3 BMW R-75s 
with sidecars going down these rural roads, (Fig. 3 & 4) the 
people passing by just didn’t know what they were seeing, 
but I’m sure they thought the Germans were coming back 
for WWIII. Now they don’t get into the wearing of the 
uniforms on this weekend, though some of the members 
are re-enactors and do the German thing in other situations 
with their vehicles which is really cool too. 

We all stopped at this little local store and stocked up on 
ice cream cones, the best and biggest cone I’ve ever had 
for $2.00, no tax! Photo op, of course and the camera 
never left my neck even later, just wait! (Fig. 5 & 6) I love 
driving in a car with the windshield down and like I said, 
good thing it was spring or none of us would have been 
able to smile after that, but not a bug in the face the whole 
time, it was incredible!!! Can you tell I’m excited yet? 
C’mon, how many people get to do this, really? Funny 
thing is I never road in a Kubelwagen so that’s still on 
my bucket list. I hear the club is looking for a reunion 
photographer! Can I make it every year? Food for thought! 
I certainly enjoyed everyone and I heard they enjoyed 
having me so who knows.

Back to the camp for the vehicle line up and photo ops for 
everyone, this is a big deal for them every year I hear. And 
it’s really cool to see that many of these rare WWII vehicles 
all lined up on a small hill by a gravel road in camp. 
They even brought in a cherry picker for me and another 

photographer by the name of Rick Forys who was there 
for the event covering this event for an organization called 
the MVPA or Military Vehicle Preservation Association 
and their publication which he writes articles for and takes 
photos. I think at first he wasn’t sure what my position was 
there but once we got to know each other, we got along 
great and shared some stuff with each other. 

Anyway, they strapped Rick and I into the cherry picker 
and up we went for a bird’s eye view of the group, thank 
goodness Rick knew what to do and got us into a great 
position for the photos. (Fig. 7) All this time we were 
surrounded by storms, but I didn’t even think of lightening 
and me being afraid to get on a 6 foot ladder had absolutely 
no trouble with being 20 feet in the air, it was great. Check 
out Rick’s site at www.r-jweb.com for all the things he’s 
involved in. I really like the fact that he’s into modeling of 
military vehicles as well, so am I and we didn’t touch on 
that subject, something else to talk about next time if and 
when I see him. 

After the photo shoot, we all went to the big building where 
the Boy Scouts would have their meals. Part of the costs 
for the weekend include a number of meals prepared by 
the Boy Scouts and served by them and cleaned up as well, 
what a deal, this is a real outing folks, they really have it 
down, after all, the people who come to these meets are 
not all youngsters, in fact some were very close to my age 
which is 63 but still like to play like kids so this is really 
nice, real bathrooms are nice as well! You can make it what 
you want of it, some stayed in tents, others in small house 
like buildings with kitchenettes and bath rooms. 

Fig. 7
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This whole day I had asked is Dave Crompton here, 
one of the foremost authorities on the preservation and 
restoration of these WWII vehicles that cost most of these 
guys anywhere in the neighborhood of $100 to $150,000 to 
restore, but what’s even cooler is that these are no trailer 
queens though they aren’t driven across country to these 
meets, but no one is afraid of getting their cars dirty and 
bumping them into things and getting them wet, that’s what 
they’re for. Anyway, I kept hearing that yes Dave is here but 
he’s over there somewhere. Well finally after lunch there 
was just enough time for me to get someone to take me 
over to this little house he had and I reintroduced ourselves 
to each other since it had been 17 years since we were first 
introduced and within minutes, everyone had cleared out 
of the house and Dave and talked for maybe half an hour 
like we were old friends talking about everything from 
Lynn Anderson and the old MVVC shows where I first met 
them both and he took the very first Common Gear Antique 
Society “Heroes of Antique Volkswagening Award” 
in 1999 to World War II flying aces and their jeweled 
encrusted awards. It was wonderful.

It was time was the water cruise and water fight. I had one 
rule, no water fight while I had the camera around my neck 
so we went for a cruise first in the lake. The lake went from 
Ohio into Michigan which was cool in itself, but to see 
these Schwimmwagens get into the water and drop their 
props and take off was just amazing, we even had a race 

with another one of the cars. I think there were 4 of us that 
went for the ride. I was so excited that most of my shots 
were a little shaky but I got some good ones too. You’re 
really sitting low in the water, you don’t realized just how 
low until you’re in the water itself, look like you’re going to 
go right into the lake nose first but you bob right up (Fig. 8), 
amazing vehicles. (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12).

After the ride, they let me off on land and everybody who 
was into the water fight came aboard including most of the 
kids. They had these really cool water guns that sucked up 
about a gallon or two of water with each pump and then shot 
the stream a good 20-30 feet like a jet stream at each other, 
what a fight. One Schwimmer conked out, I think it was out 
of gas and they actually had to use the paddle, so that’s what 
that’s for!!! Then they hooked it up to the Kettenkrad to 
try to pull it ashore, (Fig. 13) that was interesting to say the 
least, we’re talking just what they might have done during 
the war if they didn’t just abandon the poor Schwimmer in 
the lake.  (Fig. 14). Everyone got good and soaked and after 
about 45 minutes of that, they all came ashore with about 6 
inches of water inside them, but take out the two plugs and 
out the water came, just like it should, pretty cool. That’s 
what these cars were made for. 

Once everyone got dry, we went for another run around the 
camp trails this time, all over. If that trail looked interesting 
they took it and of course they went anywhere, we did 

Fig. 8 Fig. 9

Fig. 10
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have to be careful what we chose as the BMWs weren’t as 
good on the trails as the Kubels and Schwimmers but what 
a blast. (Fig. 15 &16). You could just picture this being 
somewhere in Europe in the forest between battles with the 
dust being kicked up and everything, an experience I will 
never forget and hope to experience again. 

Well since I had to make it back towards Detroit for an 
early flight out in the morning I had to leave about 6:00 
p.m. Said goodbye to each and everyone I had met and 
took off, but not before taking exactly 300 photos and my 
moving picture with my camera, we’ll see how it turns out, 
look for it on  Facebook on the VVWCA page soon.  

I want to thank everyone I met for giving such a great 
time and especially Randy for making me his copilot and 
answering all my questions about the Schwimmwagen 
like the 2 serials numbers. Budd, the people who made the 
body and then sent it to the VW factory to be finished had 
a serial number on the hinge on the engine cover as well 
as at the bottom of a part inside the cabin that separated 
the two gas tanks, (Fig. 17), did you know they had two 
gas tanks? Yep! The VW Body number is on a tab up by 
the dash on the left of the dash and matches the ID number 
on the plate in the engine compartment, (Fig. 18). Also, 
Randy’s engine is as perfectly complete as you will ever 
see a Schwimmwagen even though he admits that a few 
of the parts are aftermarket from Europe that are exact 
reproductions, (Fig. 19), I was particularly impressed with 
the cover for the 2 fan belts, yes I said two fan belts, it had 
a cover called a sling cover I think he said, where if water 
got inside it kept the water from being thrown around the 
engine compartment and out on the electrical parts, how 
cool is that. The front deck lid has embossed in it by each 
filler neck 2.5 L, on the right side it’s very distinct and the 
left it’s light stamped, (Fig. 20), on the reproductions pieces 
it’s not the case, both are stamped boldly. The front and 
rear deck lids were made specifically for each body and are 
not interchangeable and the hinges that close the rear lid 
are also unique in that the right side is more up and down 

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig. 13
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where the left side is always at an angle and does not line 
up with the top and bottom section, talk about details (Fig. 
21). Also there was a pedal or push pedal for pushing fresh 
grease into the front end after being in the water so you 
could push out the water logged grease after being in the 
water, very cool. Dr. Porsche really knew his stuff.

All the cars had the markings of the regiment that they 
wanted to represent and as Randy tried to explain the 
differences to me, it was way too much but interestingly 
enough they still use the same system in Germany for their 
military vehicles. Randy’s Schwimmwagen also sports 
3 bullet holes, 2 in the engine compartment and one that 
went through the inside by the passenger’s backseat (Fig. 
22). Also I was told that originally they only seated three 
soldiers and their equipment, but these were restored to 
seat 4 and had no problems getting around with 4 people 
in them at all, even in the water.
 
Speaking of many of the differences between the cars, on 
the Kubelwagen, one of the things I noticed immediately 
while taking photos but forgot to ask about but Randy 

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

Fig. 16
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brought to my attention was the rear area under the deck 
area, I saw three different types, one had just two hooks, 
one had the two hooks with an integrated bar across the 
two hooks and another two Kubels had a tow set up, that’s 
the way it came or could be set up for. (Fig. 23). Also some 
of the markings were unique in another way, one had 
“Abstand 30 m” and another had “Abstand 100 m”stay back 
30 meters or 100 meters depending on what country they 
were being used in, pretty cool!

Anyway, I’m getting a little long winded here but as you 
can see, I learned a lot and had one hell of a great time. 
This is one group of people I will never forget. They came 
from all points of the states and even from Germany for 
this reunion of I think 21 vehicles. I will definitely be back 
for this one in the near future. Thank you all once again; I 
hope this story does your groups efforts justice. 

Fig. 17 Fig. 18

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

P.S. Did I mention I had a blast? n
Mike Epstein, Your roving reporter

P.S.S. Look for another story on the 14th Solvang 
Veteranentreffen from this past September 2016 with lots of 
great photos we hope! Camera, don’t break on me now!

Fig. 21

Fig. 22

Fig. 23
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Rico, Don and Frau Von
By Don Clarke, Group XXII

It’s great that “Rico” is still remembered lovingly by all. 
What a great car! I remember driving it to Amsterdam 

with Frau von Radecki to pick up my sister at the airport. 
Rico would periodically just quit running. I would freak 
out, fearing we’d never meet the plane but Frau Von 
would just pet him on the dashboard and coo, “Du musst 
ihn streicheln, einfach so!” [“You must stroke him just 
so!]. When that didn’t work, we’d sit on the shoulder of 
the Autobahn and she’d sing Russian folk songs to him. 
Needless to say, each time it worked and Rico would hit 

the road again. He later took us through Bavaria, Austria, 
and elsewhere with only the occasional need for streicheln 
[strokes or pets]. 

Rico, as you probably know, was named after Rick (Rico) 
Dinihanian, who was in Gruppe XXI. I found him in 
Northern California a few years ago, running a design 
studio. It’s been a couple of years since I heard any news 
from him, but I’m sure he’d enjoy knowing that his name 
lives on!

As a Gruppe XXII alumnus, I really enjoyed Nelsen 
Spickard’s story “Pooh & Piglet’s Trip to L’Abri”. I 
swear I still have that navy blue Gruppe XXII sweatshirt 
somewhere in my closet! Schoene Gruesse !

Reisen mit Rico, Travels with Rico
An Anthology of Memories, from Landgut Burg, Stanford-in-Germany, 1968-1971

Landgut Burg, Stanford-in-Germany Campus. Beutelsbach, West Germany

Used with permission from Tod Tolan

Story 2

Three Week Break  
with Rico
By Jean Grubb Eagleston, Group XXII

Terrified. Well, at least really, really scared. What 
was I doing in this remote place in the middle of 

winter? I was barely 18 years old, had never traveled alone, 
and had never been to Europe. The opportunity to attend 
Stanford-in-Germany had seemed so fascinating and 
exotic. But now the reality set in. I was very far away from 
home and family, had no close friends in the group, and my 
ability to communicate in German, frankly, was pathetic. 

However, my overseas experience, which began with 
fear and anxiety, soon became the highlight of my 
undergraduate years at Stanford. Certainly there was 
learning that took place in the classroom, but the most 
important learning about history, art, theater, and getting 
along with other people occurred during the numerous 
weekend trips, the 10-day trips to Rome and Berlin, and the 
3-week Spring break.

During the first week at the Burg I was given the 
opportunity to be a partner in the purchase of a 1953 gray 
Volkswagen. Nearly 30 years later, I learned the car was 
named Rico. In my current estrogen-deprived state, with 
memory failing, I had to check with my 82-year old father 
about my share of the purchase price. He is quite certain I 
wrote to my parents and announced that I had spent $200 
of my modest allowance on a 1/4th ownership of a car. It 
may have seemed extravagant, but purchasing a share of 
Rico was one of the best investments I have ever made. I 
know we put gasoline into the car, but I don’t recall that 
we ever performed any kind of maintenance during our six 
months of ownership. Nonetheless the car was amazingly 
reliable. Rico took us to Dachau and held us as we cried 
after viewing the museum and memorial to those who died 
there. After too much beer in Munich, Rico carried us 
back to the hostel where we stayed for the weekend. Rico 
transported us through snow and rain to the Army base in 
Stuttgart where I, the daughter of a retired Naval officer, 
was able to purchase American shampoo and other hygiene 
products and take friends for steak and baked potato 
dinners at the officers club.

Story 3
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Somehow the four of us who owned the car managed 
to negotiate and divide up weekend usage. However, I 
clearly had the best deal because I was able to use the 
car for the 3-week break. Five of us set out on that three-
week adventure, including Larry Gulberg whose crutches 
protruded through the sunroof because they would not fit 
inside the car. I have no idea where we put the luggage for 
five people.

We started by driving to northern Germany, and Karen 
Schall was with us only as far as Hamburg. In Copenhagen 
we met Jim Merrill’s distant relatives, who took us ice 
boating on the North Sea. That was the coldest experience 
(and one of the most exhilarating) of my life. Larry left at 
that point for Sweden. So, Mike Matlock and Jim Merrill 
and I continued to drive Rico through northern Europe. 
While memorable moments occurred in Amsterdam, 
Brussels, and Paris, the best Rico stories took place on the 
French Riviera.

In Monaco we obtained a map that displayed the 
racecourse of the Grand Prix. On a weekend afternoon 
Mike and Jim took turns driving the course. While one 
drove, the other made car racing sounds. The traffic was 
so heavy we never went faster than 25 miles an hour. But 
they had driven the Grand Prix racecourse! The next day in 
Marseilles we were driving through streets crowded with 
pedestrians. I was sitting in the back seat, peering out the 

window, which was a just an 
inch from my face. Suddenly a 
huge boot came rapidly toward 
the glass. A man kicked Rico, 
narrowly missing the window 
and permanently implanting 
the outline of his boot on the 
fender above the left rear tire. 
All we could surmise was 
that he thought we had rolled 
through the stop sign and had 
put his child’s life in danger. 
He yelled angrily and we sped 
away. I wasn’t sure whether to 
laugh or cry, and probably did both.

A day or two later I became violently ill after eating 
escargot. Mike and Jim, both destined to become 
physicians, took very good care of me. But we all decided 
it was time to head back to Beutelsbach. One of my fondest 
memories of Rico was when he transported me back to 
the Burg at a time all I really wanted was to be nestled in 
that huge fedderdecken. With the resilience of adolescence, 
Mike and Jim took turns driving through the night. At one 
point in the middle of the French countryside, between 
tiny towns on a two-lane road, Mike turned off the 
headlights as he drove. There was a full moon, which fully 
illuminated the roadway. And Rico took us home.

Route of the intrepid threesome.

1953 Volkswagen
By Angus Fulton, Group XXIII

In reading the class notes in the Stanford magazine, 
I picked up on your short paragraph about a ‘53 

Volkswagen. I suspect that it was the same great car that 
I drove while at the Burg from June to December 1969. I 
believe that Burg German teacher Frau von Radecki--who 
by the way taught me how to make orange schnapps--
loaned the car to me. At the time, I thought that the car 
you call “Rico” existed with groups before 1968, but I 
could be wrong. It was a 50’s model. It had a very small 
back oval window and mechanical turn indicators that 
actually flipped out from the side frame near each car door 
window. Rico had no gas gauge but had instead a lever on 
the floor by the gas pedal that, when pulled, would provide 
an extra gallon or so of gas. Near the gas and brake pedals 
the floor was partially rusted, keeping the car quite well 
refrigerated and necessitating the wearing of a heavy coat 
in the winter. I never checked the oil (I did not want to 

know), but I sporadically added oil when I thought that 
perhaps it was running low or I was feeling sorry for the 
car. I drove it as fast as I could. I never paid any attention 
to the tires as long as they held air. It made it to Austria 
via Garmisch- Partenkirchen and later to Switzerland over 
the mountains--double clutching all the way. I even
tested it out driving through a pasture near Munich while 
taking a short cut to a gas station as I was running low on 
fuel. Rico was driven at all hours of the day and night for 
whatever missions any number of souls and I could dream 
up. Over the years, I have told many friends and family 
about that incredible car. I would be interested if my 
description matches the memories of others. n

Story 4

Moving? 
Don’t move without telling us! We don’t want you to miss a single issue of 
the VintageVoice and get left behind wondering what happened to my mem-
bership. Please send your change of address and e-mail to: Jim Howland, 
Membership Coordinator, P.O. Box 119, Mclean, VA 22101, or e-mail Jim  
at membership@vvwca.com first, we’ll work out the rest. Thank you for 
making our job a little easier.




